
ESSAY ON DO BEAUTY AND BRAINS GO TOGETHER

Beauty and brains do not have any relation to each other. However, beauty and brains sometimes go together but that
does not mean that a person without any.

The external factor beauty it would decrease as our age increase but the only brail potential increase as our age
increase. Yes, beauty is in eye of beholder, but there us a universal widely accepted definition of it. Their brain
does not work properly and efficiently. Outer beauty, inner beauty not seen but can imagine and outer beauty
which has a physical appearance. Everything defines your beauty. The brain is a much more important factor
than beauty. Which make our brain feel fresh. According to me, if we have a broad mind then we can see
beauty in every phase of life. I want to add one more points, in my view, brain and beauty go together because
if we have a brain then we have beauty. Kanazawa's findings were based on the National Child Development
Study which followed 17, people since their birth in a single week in March,  When there is no good in beauty,
then beauty will not use to society. Thus I would like to conclude that beauty and brains go together. Obesity
case study Adrienne rich poetry essay then yes too if there is brain then beauty will come along with it. The
conclusion is brain is important. J Abdul kalam who is our 11th president and also a scientist. However,
beauty and brains sometimes go together but that does not mean that a person without any beauty cannot have
brains. So the brain is higher than beauty! Studies in Britain and America have found they have IQs 14 points
above average. Everything has its own way of perception. LSE researcher Satoshi Kanazawa told the Sunday
Times: ''Physical attractiveness is significantly positively associated with general intelligence, both with and
without controls for social class, body size and health. But it is very difficult that you will find Both in the
individual. In a nutshell, the main thing is that we should be hard working and be passionate, diligent and we
should have felt to do something in life. Coming to the brain, the brain has also got equal importance. So be
passionate as much as you can and for becoming a renowned person beauty doesn't matter. Most watched
News videos. Nepoleon hill wrote, "whatever the mind of man can conceive and believe, the mind can
achieve. But what your brain has known that can't be changed. Look at the contestants. Beauty is the
collection of smart, talent and and outspoken with positive attitude. Like for example, someone is snatching
your bag from your hand then at that moment, only your brain will work that is how to defend and save your
bag? Beauty is in the Mind of the Beholder â€” Association for Psychological my point of view beauty our
natural thing but we can develop our brains by doing hard work.


